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Optimization & Decision
Systems

The Optimization and Machine Learning group (ORISON) aims at developing real-world solutions based on the latest results of two strategic fields of today’s Computer and Data Science: Numerical Optimization and Machine Learning (i.e. data-based Modelling).
In that respect it seeks to sit at the top of two megatrends strongly driving innovation in the world today and for the foreseeable future: the optimisation of the usage of resources and the use of machine learning/artificial intelligence everywhere it can help improve current
processes (industrial, logistics, or other).
Unlike research groups hosted in Universities which typically have academic perspectives, the ORISON research group belongs to an RTO and so in that sense it has a strongly applied focus: its goal is to leverage the best of state-of the-art and mature academic concepts to
solve real-world problems emanating from LIST partners or societal challenges. The breadth of problems ORISON can address is then very large, with the only desired prerequisite to have adequate data or information/know-how of the problem considered to start working
from.

Main expertise fields:
Operations Research/ Numerical Optimization:   local/global, non-linear, non-convex, mixed-integer and/or combinatorial optimization.
Modelling: data-driven and know-how (expert)based modelling, reinforcement learning
Decision Support Systems & Simulation
 

Research challenges:
The research field as described for the ORISON group is today very much an applied field and in that sense many tools in there can be developed or improved, and there is even more room for furthering theoretical results in that direction (a second direction which would be
more the focus of universities research groups). Such challenges belong to topic areas like:

Investigate how to hit the best trade-offs between complexity vs accuracy of the models developed, in view of using them to best improve the considered problem/process via leveraging numerical optimization procedures.
Investigates the profound and powerful links between numerical optimisation and data-driven modelling, machine learning and other branches of artificial intelligence. It pursues the quest towards automated approaches for various challenges such as combinatorial
problems, dynamic behaviour of real-time adaptive algorithms as well as ability to handle unpredictable instance characteristics (exact, stochastic and metaheuristic-based solutions). It seeks to contribute to a deeper understanding of the automated learning of model
characteristics from data and of the impact of available knowledge on the quality of the optimized solution.
 

Application areas:
Industrial applications or manufacturing (B2C, B2B, services or products for industry 4.0)
Real-world scheduling, logistics, transportation,
Bio-informatics,
E-learning,
Cloud load balancing,
Communications,
Industrial Internet of Things applications
Systems control/automation (e.g. robotics, energy, auto-mobility). 
 

Main assets: 
OCTogone (collaborative project),
SWAM (Bridge Project),
SUCCESS CCC  (EU project),
Evacuate solution (PhD Thesis Peiman ALipour)
Goodyear Data Science for Tires project (collaborative project)
Control Tower (acting now) – COVID project funding
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